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Part I: The Project 

I used my scholarship funds to attend the University of Georgia archaeological field 

school on Ossabaw Island, Georgia, a coastal barrier island situated at the outlet of the Ogeechee 

River near present-day Richmond Hill.  This program is titled Colonial and Native Worlds and 

consisted of active, intensive excavation at the South End site, 9ST155, as well as LiDAR feature 

ground-truthing reconnaissance at other locations in the island’s interior.  The program was run 

by Dr. Victor Thompson, Associate Professor at the University of Georgia, and Amanda 

Thompson, doctoral student.  

South End is a site located along a bluff that is actively eroding into Newell Creek. 

Because of this, the excavation carried out by the field school was considered a salvage 

operation.  The site has over 4,000 years of occupational history, beginning with the likely 

ancestors of the historic Guale people.  The site was occupied by indigenous people until 

sometime in the late prehistoric period before it was abandoned.  Interestingly, no colonial 

Spanish artifacts have been found on Ossabaw, although nearby barrier islands have shown 

ample evidence of Spanish occupation.  

Ossabaw was next inhabited by a series of British and early American plantation owners 

and the enslaved African people upon which they depended for labor.  Whether South End was 

used for cash crop agriculture prior to the antebellum period is not clear.  It is likely that George 



Kollock was the first owner to plant the site, producing an assemblage of cash crops that 

included cotton and indigo, and some food-producing crops. The African American community 

enslaved by Kollock lived at South End, and records from Kollock’s journal show details of their 

lives, including their names, daily tasks, births and deaths, and other activities.  One goal of the 

field season was to identify the boundaries of the plantation area, and tentatively confirm the 

location of enslaved quarters along the bluff edge, identified by Amanda Thompson in a historic 

bathymetric map of Newell Creek.  Following the civil war, freed African Americans continued 

to live on Ossabaw in enclave communities until oppressive sharecropping practices led them to 

leave the island and form the community of Pin Point along the Ogeechee River.  Today, 

Ossabaw is a state nature and heritage preserve that is home to a friendly group of free-ranging 

Sicilian donkeys, wild pigs, and a few Department of Natural Resources workers that maintain 

heritage sites and animal populations.  

Excavation began with the opening of the first 2x2 m unit, E-1, over a shovel test pit 

from a previous field season. During that season, a possible shell midden feature was identified 

and the STP was filled in to await further detailed excavation.  Upon its completion, E-1 yielded 

many features, including several prehistoric posts arranged in a curve, and several rectangular 

historic fence posts arranged linearly.  GPR was conducted over the southwestern portion of the 

field and bluff in order to best place other units.  Over the course of the field school a total of 

three 2x2 units and one larger (about 4x5 m) grid unit were excavated along the bluff edge.  One 

was placed after the identification of a large E-shaped GPR feature.   This unit, E-3, was 

excavated almost entirely from start to finish by myself and another student.  



The majority of the field effort was spent digging 50x50 cm square shovel test pits.  The 

STP survey was laid out on a 10 meter grid and extended over the whole site and into the forest 

fringes.  Nearest the bluff, STPs were placed closer together in order to yield higher spatial 

resolution of artifact densities.  Over 150 STPs were dug by students over the course of five 

weeks.  They were the largest source of data for the project.  Vertical stratigraphic integrity was 

poor due to the site’s history of heavy plowing, and strata were often difficult to distinguish. 

Research questions instead focused on horizontal distribution of materials.  Overall findings 

included brick, tabby (a historic construction material made from slaked oyster shell lime), nails, 

charcoal, historic and prehistoric ceramic sherds (including a partial Archaic period 

fiber-tempered vessel), pipe stem and bowl fragments, modified shell tools, shell sheet middens 

and pit features, a prehistoric lithic (uncommon for the area), bone fragments, shark/ray/skate 

vertebrae, glass fragments and bottle necks, historic buttons and fasteners, and barbed wire.  

In addition to the excavation and survey conducted at South End, other areas of the island 

(primarily the less accessible forested and marsh areas) were investigated for LiDAR-identified 

features, including prehistoric shell mounds and plantation-period ditches.  This reconnaissance 

was a crucial step for planning future field seasons.  

The historic artifact data that we gathered will be used by Amanda Thompson for her 

dissertation research on how the enslaved community at South End navigated identity through 

material culture and how they interacted economically and socially with other enslaved 

communities on the island. The prehistoric artifact data and left-valve oyster shells that we 

gathered will be used by Dr. Victor Thompson for his continued research on paleoenvironmental 



conditions and how indigenous people responded to climatological and sea-level changes on 

Ossabaw.  

 

Part II: My experiences 

Our field season was an intense and worthwhile experience that I will never forget.  Our 

group of 11 undergraduate students were very privileged to stay in the Clubhouse, a restored 

early twentieth century hunting lodge, at the North End of the island, courtesy of the Ossabaw 

Island Foundation.  South end was about a 25 minute drive from this location down a bumpy 

road in a trailer.  We worked in the field from 7 AM to 3 PM on most days (weather permitting), 

and took care of lab activities in the afternoons and evenings. This included charging equipment 

for the next day, preparing water coolers for backup hydration, washing, analyzing, and labeling 

artifacts, and entering artifacts with context into InTerris, the database software used by UGA for 

record keeping.  In the evenings we rotated in teams to take care of chores and to cook 

communal meals.  

Frequent field trips were made to shell mounds and other plantation sites on Ossabaw. 

These included Cane Patch, a huge shell midden mound that historically stood 10 meters high 

prior to mining for use in historic construction projects, and Middle Place, a plantation site 

owned by George Kollock’s brother and the site of several remaining tabby structures. During 

these field trips we learned the basics of pedestrian survey and artifact scatter recognition.  We 

also took a field trip off island to Pin Point, the home of the Gullah-Geechee community that 

houses the direct descendants of the enslaved people of Ossabaw.  Two Pin Point community 

members gave us a tour of the museum and offered us personal stories of their experiences in 



retaining and reclaiming their heritage, which is heavily tied to crabbing and oystering on the 

Ogeechee River.  My favorite part of this trip was hearing the Gullah-Geechee language spoken 

to us in person.  

The skills and experience I gained from this field school are almost too numerous to list. 

Over the course of five weeks, I learned how to:  

● Map and lay in survey stakes using a survey-grade GPS unit  

● Measure and open square shovel tests and excavation units 

● Set up and use a unit datum with a line level for elevation measurements  

● Properly document excavation units with standardized forms and document bags  

● Set up and use Ground Penetrating Radar survey equipment  

● Sharpen and handle flat-head shovels and flat pointed trowels  

● Clean the walls and floors of units using a flat pointed trowel  

● Dry-screen excavation fill using bipod and hanging screens  

● Identify, delineate, and make scale drawings of features and profiles  

● Properly photograph features and profiles  

● Wash, identify, and analyze typical Southeastern prehistoric and historic artifacts by 

characteristic attributes  

● Repair, clean, and take inventory of equipment  

These practical skills will be invaluable for my future, which I hope will include more 

field work on important sites in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeastern US. Perhaps even more 

critical to my education was learning to work effectively and efficiently as a team, and how to 

carry out a well-planned but adaptable research design within a limited time frame.  



I am so grateful to the Thompsons and doctoral student K.C. Jones for their professional 

and thorough instruction, as well as to the AIA for helping me pursue this opportunity.  It has 

been an invaluable experience that nothing can substitute. I can’t wait to see where else 

archaeology will take me in my future.  

 
 
 
 



1. Me screening dirt from a shovel test.  

 



2. Student excavating a tabby feature in unit E-2.  

 



3. Me digging a level in unit E-3.  

 



4. Public day at South End.  

 



5. Field trips and grid excavation. 

 



6. Getting some help unloading from the Ossabaw donkeys.  

 



7. Artifact washing, wall troweling, and surface collection.  
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